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INTRODUCTION 
A ring R is ideal invariant on the right if for any two ideals 5’ and T the right 
Krull dimension ( SITS JR of the bimodule SITS is less than or equal to the 
right Krull dimension of R/T. This condition was introduced by Warfieldl, 
it is a weaker form of the concept of right ideal invariance due to Stafford [15] 
which requires the above inequality to hold whenever T is a right ideal. 
In recent years, several conditions have emerged which assure the existence 
of artinian classical quotient rings for various types of (left and right) noetherian 
rings. One of these is K-homogeneity, a condition which requires the Krull 
dimension 1 A jR of each non-zero right ideal A of the ring R to be equal to 
j R lR . The most general theorem in this connection appears in [8], it establishes 
the existence of a right artinian quotient ring Q(R) for any K-homogeneous 
ring R with right Krull dimension whose nil radical N is weakly right ideal 
invariant, meaning that N satisfies ) N/AN IR < ) R/N IR for any right ideal 
AwithjR/Aj<jR/NI,. Two previously known theorems are special cases 
of this: Gordon’s result [5] for FBN rings and Lenagan’s [lo] for noetherian 
rings with Krull dimension one. 
The assumption of R being K-homogeneous is by no means necessary for the 
existence of an artinian quotient ring. In general, the largest ideal with Krull 
dimension smaller than that of R does not even have to be a direct summand. 
* The authors acknowledge support from the Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council Canada. 
’ Unpublished notes on artinian quotient rings, Leeds 1977. 
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This is only true for rings with Krull dimension one. In this case it follows from 
a theorem due to Ginn and Moss [I] which asserts that the largest artinian 
ideal splits of&if the noetherian ring R has an artinian quotient ring. 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the concept of K-homogeneity to 
a set of conditions which are sufficient for existence of an artinian classical 
quotient ring of a noetherian ideal invariant ring, and which are necessary as 
well for the case of a K-symmetric ring, that is, a ring satisfying Ri S/T 1 = 
] S/T IR for any pair of two sided ideals T C S. 
The Krull dimension sequence of R 
1 R IR = cq, > 01~ > .*. > OL, > (Y,+~ = -1 
consists of the finitely many ordinals which may occur as the Krull dimension’ 
of a right ideal of R. Associated with each 01~ is the q-radical Si , that is, the 
largest ideal with (right) Krull dimension oli . In addition, let Bi = r(S,/S,+,) 
and B: = I(&/&+,). The main result of the paper can be stated as follows: 
A noetherian ring R which is ideal invariant on the right and satisfies 
1 R/S, -+ B, JR < ] Si lR and 1 R/Si + Bi IR < 1 Si jR for i = 0, l,..., n, has an 
artinian classical quotient ring Q(R) z Q(R/B,) @ Q(R/B,) @ *.. @ Q(R/B,). I f  
R is K-symmetric, then these inequalities are necessary. Since FBN rings are 
symmetric by [7], Gordon’s theorem is a special case of this result. We note that 
for K-symmetric noetherian rings the theorem has been proved independently 
by Lenagan and Moss. 
Throughout, frequent use is made of Small’s theorem and some of its conse- 
quences. In [l 11, Small proved that a noetherian ring R has an artinian classical 
quotient ring if and only if the elements regular modulo its nil radical N are 
regular in R. As an easy corollary, an artinian quotient ring exits for a commuta- 
tive noetherian ring if and only if its associated primes are minimal prime ideals. 
However, this reduction of Small’s condition to a test on the finite set of all 
associated primes fails in the noncommutative case. Among other things, the 
example given in Section 3 shows that a noetherian P. I. rings whose left and 
right associated primes are all minimal need not have an artinian classical 
quotient ring. In an attempt to recover the commutative result, Smith showed 
in [13] that R has an artinian classical quotient ring if and only if each prime 
ideal consisting of zero divisors is minimal. More explicit is the following 
theorem due to Warfieldl, it is the first result which provides a condition in- 
volving only a finite set of prime ideals. A noetherian ring R has an artinian 
classical quotient ring if and only if the sets Ass(,R) and Ass(R/I(W)), for 
k = 0, l,... consist of minimal primes. 
All rings considered have a unit element and are noetherian, that is, satisfy 
the maximum condition for both left and right ideals. The Krull dimension 
of a right R-module II/I is denoted by j M I, if B is a bimodule we use 1 B IR 
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and Rl B j for the two possibilities. For basic results concerning Krull dimension 
the reader is refered to [6]. 
The precise relationship between the various types of ideal invariance and the 
concept of K-symmetry is not known, and to date no example exists of a noethe- 
rian ring which lacks any of these properties. Some information is available, 
and we list those facts which will be used in our investigation. 
(i) Noetherian right fully bounded rings [S] and noetherian rings with 
Krull dimension one [9] are right ideal invariant. 
(ii) I f  iR/1/, =R(R/lI f  or every two-sided ideal I, then R is I\L-sym- 
metric if and only if R is ideal invariant on the right and on the left. 
(iii) I f  R is noetherian ideal invariant on the right, then any ideal T with 
{ R/T lR = 1 R jR is weakly right ideal invariant, that is, j T/rZT IR < 1 R/T jR 
for any right ideal A with / R/A 1 < 1 R/T lR (Theorem 14 of [S]). 
Notation. For a subset S of the ring R let 
r(S) = {x E R I Sx = 0: and l(S)=;y~RlyS=0} 
denote its right and left annihilators. 
For a two-sided ideal I of R set ‘#?(I) = ‘V(1) n %“(I) where 
‘??(I) = {c E R / xc E I implies x E I} 
V(1) = {d E R 1 dy E I implies y  E 1) 
are the sets of elements which are left or right regular module the ideal I. 
1. REDUCED RANK, MIDDLE ANNIHILATORS, AND WARFIELD'S THEOREM 
The concept of the redzrced rank of a right R-module M was introduced in [2], 
a brief account of its basic properties can be found in [4]. Let R be a ring with 
Krull dimension; so N is nilpotent by Theorem 5.1 of [6]. Let M be a right 
R-module. If  R is semiprime, p(M) is the composition length of the module 
M OR Q(R) over the semisimple artinian quotient ring Q(R) of R. In general, 
if MAik = 0, the reduced rank of M is given by 
p(ik!) = p,(M) = C pR,N(MNi/MIV’+‘). 
i=O 
The most important features of this function are that it is additive on short exact 
sequences and that p(M) = 0 if and only if for each m E M there exists a c E V(N) 
such that mc = 0. 
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LEMMA 1. Let A be a ring with Krull dimension, and let M be an R-R-bimodule 
such that RM is noetherian. If p(M,) = 0, then 
(i) MC = 0 for some c E V(N). 
(ii) Ass(M,) does not contain any minimal prime ideals. 
Proof. (i) Since V(N) is multiplicatively closed, MN = 0 may be assumed. 
LetM = Rm, + 0.e-t Rm,, and assume m,c, = 0 for ci E g(N). Thus rRIN(mi) 
is an essential right ideal in R/N, hence n” t * r siN(mi) contains a regular element 
[c + N] by Goldie’s theorem. Clearly c E V(N) and MC = 0. 
(ii) Let P E Ass(M,), P = r(X) for a submodule X, _C M. Clearly, 
R(RX) is noetherian and Pi = 0. By (i) there is an element c E V(N) n 
r(RX) C V(N) n P; so P cannot be minimal. 
An ideal I of the ring R is a middle annihilator if there exist ideals A and B 
with AB # 0 and 
Since r(A) _C B and I(B) C A may be assumed, it is clear that Mid(A, B) = 
I(B/r(A)) = r(A/I(B)). It is easy to see that maximal middle annihilators are 
prime. Each left or right associated prime ideal of R is a middle annihilator, but 
the example in Section 3 shows that a prime ideal can be a middle annihilator 
and not’be associated. The concept is due to I. Kaplansky as is part (i) of the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let R be a ring with Krull dimension. Then 
(i) Minimal prime ideals are middle annihilators. 
(ii) If R has an artinian classical quotient ring then any prime middle anni- 
hilator is a minimal prime ideal. 
Proof. (i) Let P be a minimal prime ideal and X be the intersection of the 
remaining minimal primes. Since XPC N then (XP)lc = 0 for some natural 
number k. Let r, > 0 be the largest integer for which Xfl(XP)K+l = 0. Clearly 
r1 < K and P is contained in A, = Mid(Xrl+l, (XP)k-~l-l). Let r2 > 0 be the 
largest integer for which Xr~+lAIX+~(XP)L-r~-~~-l = 0. Then P is contained in 
A, = Mid(X+l+lArXrg+l, (XP)k--C1-rs-2). Continuing in this manner we even- 
tually obtain a zero product of powers of X and finitely many middle annihilators 
A, , A, ,..., A,, say, each of which contains P. Since Xc P then Ai C P and 
hence P - Ai for some i. 
(ii) Assume APB = 0 for a prime P and ideals A and B with AB # 0. 
If P is not minimal then it contains an element c E V(N). By Small’s theorem for 
rings with Krull dimension (see Cor. 5.7 of [6]), c is regular, hence BE CB 
as right modules. But then p(B/cB) = 0 by the additivity of p; so for each 
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b E B there is an element d E e(N) = V(0) with 6d E cB and hence .-lbd = 0. 
Thus -4B = 0 for each b in B, contradiction. 
THEOREM 3 (Warfield). A noetherian ring R has an artinian classical quotient 
ring if and onZy if the sets As&R) and Ass(R/l(i’P)), , K = 0, I ,... consist of 
minimal prime ideals. 
Proof. I f  R has an artinian quotient ring, then the sets As&R) and Ass 
(R/l(W’)), , being sets of prime middle annihilators, consist of minimal primes 
by Lemma 2(ii). Conversely, let c E g(N) and assume xc = 0. The elements 
of %(N) satisfy the right Ore condition modulo N; so if x E l(N/c+l) - l(P), 
then R/l(W) has a nonzero ideal Z/l(P) with p(Z/l(P)), = 0. But then Ass 
(Z/l(W)), cannot consist of minimal primes by Lemma I(ii). Thus I(c) = 0 
and %?(A) C ‘V(0). It follows from Theorem 2.5 of [3] that V(N) = ‘V(0) and 
that this set is left Ore. Hence I = {;v E R ) & = 0 for some d E g(N)} is an 
ideal of R, As &I) = 0, no prime associated with J can be minimal by Lemma 
l(ii). Thus I = 0 and c is regular. Hence V?(N) = V(O), and the result follows 
by Small’s theorem. 
2. THE CX~-RADICALS AND THEIR ANNIHILATOFG 
Let R be a noetherian ring with (right) Krull dimension sequence 1 R IR = 
or,>%> ... > a, > an+1 = - 1. There is a chain of two-sided ideals R = 
so 2 s13 ... 2 S, 3 S,,, = 0, called cui-radicals, where Si is the unique 
maximal right ideal of R with / Si lR = (Y~ . For the remainder of this paper the 
following notation will be used 
z-lj = r(Sj), A; = I(&), Bi = dSi/Si+l)r B; = l(Si/Si+,). 
The ideals Ai were used by Stafford in [14] who showed that in a weakly right 
ideal invariant noetherian ring R an element c is left regular if and only if 
/ R/CR + Ai 1 < ( R/A, IR for i = 1, 2,..., n. The following basic facts are 
either trivial or straightforward. 
(1) Si/Si+r is ori-homogeneous as a right R-module. 
(2) Bi 3 A, + Si+l for i = 0, I ,..., n. 
(3) B,, = r(R/S,) = S, . 
(4) A, = r(S,) = B, . 
(5) / R/A, IR = I Si jR = oli . This follows from Lemma 9 in [8]. 
LEMMA 4. Let R be a noetherian ring. Then for i = 0, l,..., n 
(i) [(A,) = SC . 
(ii) I(A,+,/A,) = Bi . 
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(iii) R/B, is right a,-homogeneous. 
(3 I BJAi IR < I RI& IR - 
Proof. (i) Since I(A, is a right R/Ai-module, it follows that 1 l(Ai)/S,lR < 
1 R/A, jR = 1 Si 1s . The assertion is now clear because Si is the largest sub- 
module of R, with Krull dimension < ai . 
(ii) Clearly SiBiAi+, = 0; so BiAi+l C Ai and Bi C I(A,+,/A,). Con- 
versely, Si * l(Ai+,/At)Ai+l = 0; SO Si * I(Ai+,/Ai) C I(A,+,) = S<+l , hence 
I(Ai+,/Ai) C Bi * 
(iii) Let Si/Si+i = Rx, + .** + Rx, . Then B, = t(Si/Si+,) = ($=, t(xJ, 
hence R/BI can be embedded in a direct sum of k copies of SJS,,, and is 
therefore ori-homogeneous. 
(iv) It follows from (ii) that r(Bi/Ai) 1 A,+1 , hence 
I B,/Ai IR = I WXBi/Ai)I~ < I R/4+1 IR < I R/4 IR * 
PROPOSITION 5. The following properties of the noetherian ring R are equivalent. 
(1) Si n Ai = Ofor i = 0, l,..., n. 
(2) Ai+l n Bi = Ai for i = 0, l,..., n. 
(3) Si n Bi = St, for i = 0, l,..., n. 
Furthermore, in the presence of these conditions Ai = Ai for all i if and only if 
Bi = Bi for all i. 
Proof. (1) -+ (2): The inclusion Bi n Aj+1 _C Ai follows from 
Si(B, n A,+J C S,B, n A,+1 C SC+,, n Ai+ = 0. 
The reverse inclusion is always true. 
(2) -+ (3): It is obvious from (2) that B, n *.- n Bi n Ai+l = 0 for i = 0, 
1 ,..., TZ. Thus B, n *.. n Bi C I(A,,) = Si+l by Lemma 4(i). But then B, n -.a n 
Bi = Sd+l since Si, C Sk C Bkel for k < i + 1. Using S, = R and B, = S, 
it follows that 
Si n B, = (B,, n m-0 n Bi_1) n Bi = Si+l 
for i = 0, I,..., n. 
(3) -+ (1): Since Ai C Bi n A,+1 for all i, it follows that S, n Ai C Si n 
Bi = Si+ls hence Si n Ai C S,+l n Ai+l for all i. The assertion follows 
because S,, = 0. Assume that Ai = Ai for all i. Then BiS< C Bi n Si = S,, ; 
so Bi C B; . Since 
(BjAA;,,) S, C BiS, n Ai,, C S,+l n Ai+1 = 0, 
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it follows that B&+, C Z& = --li , hence 23: C 1(4,+,/A,) = Bi by Lemma 4(ii). 
Conversely, assume that Bi = B: for all i. Trivially, Ai _C -4; as Ai n Si = 0. 
Clearly -4:,,, = R = A,+i ; so assume A;,, = r2,+i for i < n. Then Ai = 
il,+i n Bi = A;+i n Bj 2 Ai , and the result follows by induction. 
3. RINGS WHOSE ASOCIATED PRIMES ARE MINIMAL PRIME IDEALS 
In [l] Ginn and Moss showed that some power of the intersection of all those 
minimal prime ideals P for which R/P is not artinian is contained in the O-radical 
(or artinian radical) of R. As it is not known whether the left and right Krull 
dimensions of the a,-radicals Si are equal for 0~~ > 0, some form of symmetry 
has to be assumed for the generalization of their result. 
LEMMA 6. Let R be noetherian and ideal invariant on the r&ht, let 0 < i < 
n + 1, let D be the intersection of the minimal prime ideals P with 1 RIP lR > 01~ , 
and T be the intersection of the other minimal primes. Then Dr _C Si for some 
positive integer r. 
Proof. Note that 1 R/T IR < 01~ . Proceeding by induction, we shall establish 
the existence of ideals Cj ,j = 0, l,... such that ) R/C, IR < LYE and DjCj _C (DT)j. 
Clearly C’s = R has this property. Let K > 1 and suppose that the ideals Ci 
have been constructed for j < k - 1. Since R is ideal invariant on the right, 
1 R/I~(DT/C,-, DT)Ix = I DTIC,-, DTI, d I RIG-, h B ai. 
Setting C, = T * r(DT/C,-, DT) gives 
D”C, = Dk-IDC, = D”-IDT . r(DT/C,, DT) c Dk-lCk-l DT c (D7Jk 
and I R/G JR = m=(l R/T IR , 1 RIr(DT/C,-, DT (J < q. Since DT is in 
N and hence nilpotent, D+C = 0 for some integer r > 0 and some ideal C 
with 1 R/C JR < (Y~. The result follows because ) Dr JR < 1 R/C IR < CQ and S, 
is the unique maximal right ideal with Krull dimension < (Y~ .
PROPOSITION 7. Let R be a noetherian ring, and let 0 < i < n + 1. 
(i) If R is ideal invariant on the r&ht and A&RR) consists of minimalprime 
ideals, then A; n Si = 0 for all i. 
(ii) I f  R is K-symmetric and As&R) consists of minimal prime ideals, then 
AinSi=Oforalli. 
Proof. (i) Let D be the intersection of all minimal prime ideals P with 
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1 R/P [a > ayi . Assume A: n Si # 0, and let Q E Ass(A; n SJR . Then Lemma 6 
yields 
Or C Si C r(A;) C r(A; n Si) C Q 
for some positive integer T. Thus D C Q and hence P C Q for a minimal prime P 
with 1 R/P JR > zt . The minimality of Q gives P = Q and hence 
01~ -c 1 R/Q IR G ) R/t(A: n Si)lR = I A: n Si IR d 0~~. 
This contradiction shows that Ai n Si = 0. 
(ii) This follows from (i) because a K-symmetric ring is ideal invariant 
on the right and on the left and its left a,-radical equals Si . 
Remark. Even in a K-symmetric ring it may happen that A; n Si = 0 but 
Ai n Si # 0. For this consider Small’s example in [12]: Let 2 denote the ring 
of integers, let p be a prime number, and let R be the ring [t $;] with component- 
wise addition, and multiplication being formally like matrix multiplication 
taking into account the usual action of 2 on 2, = z/@. This is a noetherian 
P.I. ring with / R 1 = 1. The O-radical is the ideal S = d $J with A’ = 
I(S) = [:9 i] and A = r(S) = [,” f~]. Then Ass(R), consists of the prime 
ideals [i fn] and c $91 which are minimal, whereas Ass,(R) is [“,” $:I, and 
this is not a minimal p>ime ideal. 
In the K-symmetric case the hypothesis that Ass(,R) U Ass(R,) consists of 
minimal primes is also necessary for the equalities Si n Ai = 0 for all i. The 
following two technical results are needed to establish this. The proof of the 
first of these is straightforward and is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 8. Let S be a two-sided ideal of a ring R. Then 
(i) S + r(S) is an essentiaZ left ideal of R. 
(ii) If S n r(S) = 0, then S + r(S)/r(S) is an essential left ideal of R/r(S). 
LEMMA 9. Let S be an ideal of the ring R, and let A = r(S). If S = t(A) 
and A n S = 0, then the following statements S are equivalent. 
(1) Ass,(R) consists of minimal prime ideals. 
(2) The sets Ass&R/S) and Ass,,,(R/A) consist of minimal prime ideds 
of R/S and R/A, respectively. 
Proof. (1) -+ (2): By Lemma 8(ii), 
Ass,,,(R/A) = Ass&S + A/A) = {P/A I P E b,(S + A/A))- 
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But as S + A/A s S/S n -q = S, the last set is clearly a set of minimal prime 
ideals of R/A. Since S = r(A) is assumed, the same argument applies to 
Ass~,s(RlS). 
(2) --, (1): P E AssR(R); so P E AssR(S) u Ass,(A) because S @ J is an 
essential left ideal of R by Lemma 8(i). Because of the hypotheses, the roles of A 
and S can be interchanged, hence if suffices to show that any P in Ass,(S) is a 
minimal prime. Now 
Ass,(S) = Ass,(S + A/A) = Ass,(R/A) = {P’ / P’/A E Ass&R/A)}, 
hence P is minimal over A. I f  P 3 Q f  or a prime ideal Q, then Q 3 A; so Q > S 
as SA = 0. But then, if P = 1(X/A) f  or a left ideal X2 A, it follows that 
SXCQX_CPX_CA,henceSX_CAnS =OandXCr(S) = A.Thiscontra- 
diction shows that P is minimal. 
THEOREM 10. Let R be a K-symmetric noethe-rian ring. Then Ass(,R) u 
Ass(R,) consists of minimal prime ideals if and only ;f Si n Ai = 0 and Ai = A; 
for i = 0, I)..., n. 
Proof. One direction is clear from Proposition 7 because Si n Ai = 0 = 
Si n Ai implies Ai = A: . For the converse, note that Si n Bi = S,+r and 
Bi = Bj for all i by Proposition 5. Note also that a left associated prime P of a 
ring T which is right K-homogeneous and ideal invariant on the right is minimal; 
for let P = I(X) where X may be assumed to be a two-ideal of T. Then 
I T IT = I X IT = I W’X IT d I T/P IT, 
forcing P to be minimal. Since R/S, is K-homogeneous, Ass,,,~(R/S,) thus 
consists of minimal prime ideals. Assume for i > 1 it has been established that 
AssRIs,(R/Si) is a set of minimal primes. We have 
and t R,SI+l(Bj/Si+l) = Si/Si+i by K-symmetry, using Lemma 4(i). Since 
R/Bi is a right qhomogeneous ring by Lemma 4(iii), the prime ideals in Ass,!, 
(R/B,) are minimal. It now follows from Lemma 9 that Ass,,,~+~(R/S,+,~ 
consists of minimal prime ideals. Since &+r = 0, the claim follows by induction. 
A symmetric argument shows that every right associated prime is minimal as well. 
EXAMPLE. Let 2 be the ring of integers, let p be a prime number, and let 
2, = Z/pZ. Let R be the “matrix ring” 
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with componentwise addition and matrix-like multiplication taking into account 
the usual action of Z on Z, . The Krull dimension of this noetherian P.I. ring 
is one, its O-radical is the ideal 
s= 
with 
[ 0 z, 0 z, z, 1
The element 
z 0 z, 
Q = [Z, Z, Z, 1 . 0 0 0 
It is obvious that Ass@) u Ass(&) consists of minimal prime ideals. The nil 
radical of I2 is 0 0 z, 
N= [ Z, 0 Z, 1 ,N3=0,N2#0. 0 00 
P 0 0 
x= I 0 10 1 001 
with annihilators 0 0 z, 
t(x) = [00 0 1 
and 0 00 
I(x) = [z, 0 0 1 0 0
A = r(S) = A’ = l(S) = 
Note that A n S = 0. The left associated primes are the ideals S and z 0 z, 
P = [ z, 0 z, 1 ) 0 0 z, 
the right associated primes are S and 
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is in +5(-Y) but not in Y(0). Thus R does not have an artinian classical quotient 
ring. Another point worth mentioning is that the prime ideal A GI S is a maximal 
middle annihilator because N(R @ S)N = 0 but N* # 0. But it is not an 
associated prime ideal. It is obvious that 1 R/A @ S 1 = 0 and hence not less 
than 1 S I. It is shown in the next section that this is precisely the obstruction 
which prevents the existence of an artinian quotient ring. 
4. ARTINIAN CLASSICAL QUOTIENT RINGS 
If R is noetherian ideal invariant on the right, then the nil radical of each of the 
rings R/Bi is weakly right ideal invariant by Theorem 14 of [8]. Since R/Bi is 
or,-homogeneous by Lemma 4(iii), it has an artinian classical quotient ring by 
Theorem 8 of [8]. The following result shows that in any noetherian ring R the 
property of R having an artinian classical quotient ring is inherited by all the 
rings RISi . 
THEOREM 11. If the noetherian ring R has an artinian classical quotient ring 
then each of the rings R/S, has an artinian ckzssical quotient ring. 
Proof. For ease of notation set & = S, At = A, and R* = R/S. Let 
M* = M/S denote the nil radical of R*, let k > 0 be an integer, and let P* = 
P/S E Ass(R*/I(M*“& . Thus KPMk C Sl and KM” c S = l(A) for a two- 
sided ideal K/S 3 I,,(M*“). Then KPMkA = 0 but KMkA + 0; so P is 
contained in a middle annihilator and hence in a minimal prime ideal of R by 
Lemma 2. Hence P is minimal, and P* is a minimal prime of R*. 
Let now Q* = Q/S E Ass,.(R*). Then QX C S for a left ideal X 3 S = I(A). 
The prime ideal Q is therefore contained in the left~annihilator of the nonzero 
submodule XA of RR and hence in a left associated prime of R. But then Q is a 
minimal prime since R has an artinian classical quotient ring. Thus Q* is a 
minimal prime of R*. The result now follows from Warfield’s theorem 
(Theorem 3). 
LEMMA 12. Let R be a noetherian ring. Then for i = 0, l,..., n 
(i) ‘V(0) C ‘W(AJ. 
(ii) V(O) C V(SJ. 
If R has an artinian classical quotient ring ihen. 
(iii) ‘V(O) C ‘%?‘(A& so W(0) C V(Ai). 
(iv) V(0) _C ‘U(Si); SO %((o) C V(Si). 
Proof. (i) If c E V(O) and: xc E Ai, ihen &xc = 0; so Six = 0, hence 
x E r(SJ = Ai. 
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(ii) Let c E V(O), cx E Si . Then CXA, = 0, hence xAi = 0 and x E I(A,)= 
Si by Lemma 4(i). 
(iii) Let c E V(O) and assume ct E Ai hence S,ct = 0. Since I(c) = 0; 
Si g Sic as left modules; so p(SJS&) = 0 and consequently for each s in Si 
there is a d, E V(N) = V(O) with d,s E Sic, hence d,st = 0 and st = 0 for all 
s E Si . But this implies t E r(S,) = Ai . 
(iv) This is proved like (iii) using Si = I(A,). 
PROPOSITION 13. Let R be noetherian ideal invariant on the right. Then for 
i = 0, I)...) n. 
(i) No prime ideal minimal over Si contains Ai . 
contj~~~ sTf I RISi + B< IR < I RIBi IR , then no prime ideal minimal over Bi 
I * 
Proof. (i) Let R* = R/S,, let Q* = Q/S be a minimal prime ideal of 
R*, and assume Q 1 Ai . By Lemma 2(i), Q* is a middle annihilator in R*, 
that is, there exist ideals C* = C/S, and D* = DISi with CQD C Si but 
CD g Si . Since Q*D* C r&C*), and since C*D* is a homomorphic image of a 
finite direct sum of copies of the right R*-module D* + r(C*)/r(C*), it follows 
that 
I C*D* h < I D* + r(C*)/r(C*)l, < I D* + r(C*)/Q*(D* + r(C*)h 
< I R*/Q* IR = I R/Q IR G I R/4 IR = I Si IR * 
Since Si is the unique maximal submodule with Krull dimension ,< OIi, it 
follows that CD _C Si . This contradiction establishes Q 3 Ai . 
(ii) Let P/B, be a minimal prime ideal of R/B1 and assume Bi + Si C P. 
Then / R/P jR < ( R/Si + Bi IR < ( R/B, IR by hypothesis. Now proceed in the 
same fashion as in the proof of (i) with Bi playing the role of Si . The final 
contradiction is obtained from the fact that R/Bi is ai-homogeneous by Lemma 
Q(iii). 
PROPOSITION 14. Let R be noetherian ideal invariant on the right with an 
artinian classical quotient ring Q(R). If S, n A, = 0, then Q(R) E Q(R/S,) @ 
QWAJ 
Proof. By Theorem 11, R/S, has an artinian quotient ring, and by the 
remark at the beginning of this section, the same is true for R/A, = RIB, . By 
Lemma 12 every regular element of R is regular in R/S,, @ R/An under the 
obvious embedding and hence has an inverse in Q(R/S, 0 R/A,) E Q(R/S,) @ 
Q(R/A.). Thus it remains to show that for Q = Q$ + qa EQ(R/S,) @ Q(R/A,) 
there is a regular element d E R such that 4 . p(d) E v(R), where y: R + R/S, @ 
R,/A, is the canonical embedding. Let c, E V(S,) and c, E %?(A,) be elements with 
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qs[cs + S,] E R/S, and qA[cA + A,] E R/An . Since S;, 6 A, is not contained 
in any minimal prime ideal by Proposition 13, there is an element 
c = s + a E %(N) n (S, 8 A,) = V(0) n (S, @ A,). 
By Lemma 12, s E %(A,,) n S, and a E W(S,) n A, , whence csa E FY(S,) n A, 
and cAs E %(A,) n S, . Set d = csa + cAs. Clearly d is regular and 
LEMMA 15. Let R be noetherian ideal invariant on the right with an artiniun 
classical quotient ring. Then 
I RISi + Bi IR G 1 R/s, + -4, IR < I R/A1 IR = 1 R/B, IR 
for i = 0, l,..., n. 
Prmf. The first inequality is trivial because Bi 1 Ai , and the last equality 
follows from Lemma 4(iv). Since no minimal prime ideal contains Si + Ai by 
Proposition 13, let 
By Lemma 12, s E %Z(AJ, hence 
I R/S, + 4 IR < I R/sR + 4 I,v < I R/4 IR . 
Remark. In general, 1 RI& + Ai 1 < ] R/A, I if and only if 1 R/S, + Bi 1 < 
] R/B, 1. In one direction this follows from the inequalities displayed in Lemma 
15. Conversely let 1 R/Si + Bi 1 < ) R/B, / = I R/A, I. Since Si + Bi/Si + Ai 
is a homomorphic image of BJA, , the claim follows because I Bi/9i j < 1 R/Ai / 
by Lemma 4(iv). 
LEMMA 16. Let R be noetherian, set S = S, , A = -4, , and A’ = A; . Then 
(i) I R/A + S jR < / S IR implies A’ n S = 0. 
(ii) IR/A+SI,<IS~,andAnS=Oimplies~R/A’+SI,<~S~, 
andA’nS=O. 
(iii) ~R/A’+S/,<)S~,andA’nS=OimpliesjR/A+Sj,<jS~,. 
(iv) I f  R is ideal inzlariant on the right, then 1 R/A’ + S lR < ! S IR 
implies -4 n S = 0. 
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Proof. (i) Since (A’ n S)(A + S) = 0, it follows that [ A’ n S jR < 
1 R/A + S jR -=c 1 S IR, hence A’ n S = 0. 
(ii) It follows from A n S = 0 that A C A’. The reverse inclusion is 
given by (i), hence A = A’, and the assertion becomes trivial. 
(iii) Clear because A’ n S = 0 implies A’ C A. 
(iv) Since (A’ + S)(A n S) = 0, it follows that 
I d4 n S IR = I A n Sp + S)(A n S)IR G I WA’ + S IR < I S lR, 
hence A n S = 0. 
PROPOSITION 17. Let R be noetherian ideal invariant on the right with S, n 
A, = 0 and I R/S, + A,, IR < I R/An IR . If R/S,, has an artinian classical 
quotient ring, then R has an artinian classical quotient ring. 
Proof. Set S = S, , A = A, = B, , and let H/S and K/A denote the 
nil radicals of R/S and R/A, respectively, so N = H n K. Since R/S is assumed 
to have an artinian quotient ring, Small’s theorem gives V(H) = V(S). Also 
%?(A) = V(K) because R/A is K-homogeneous and has thus an artinian quotient 
ring (see the remark at the beginning of this section). Furthermore, A n S = 0 
implies V(A) n V(S) _C V(O). Hence it remains to establish V(N) _C V(H) n V(K), 
and the result will follow by Small’s theorem. Let c E g(N) and assume cx E H. 
Then CXA _C HA _C H n K = N, hence xA _C NC P for any prime P. I f  P is 
minimal over S, then A $ P by Proposition 13(i), thus x E P. Hence x E H and 
c E V(H) has been established. Next assume cx E K, so CXS C KS _C Kn H = N, 
and it follows that XS is contained in every prime ideal. Since S is not contained 
in any primes minimal over A by Proposition 13(ii), the element x must be in 
all these prime ideals, whence x E K and c E V(K). Thus V?(N) C V’(H) n V’(K), 
and %(N) C ‘V(H) n ‘V(K) follows in the same fashion. 
The preceding results are now put together to give the main theorem of this 
paper. 
THEOREM 18. Let R be a noetherian ring which is ideal invariant on the right. 
(i) If I R/S, + Bf IR < j Si lR and 1 R/S, f  B: 1R < I Si lR for i = 0, 
1 ,..., n then R has an artinian classical quotient ringQ(R) z Q(R/Bo) @ Q(R/B,) @ 
. . . 0 QWW 
(ii) If R is K-symmetric then these inequalities are necessary for the existence 
of an artinian classical quotient ring. 
Proof. (i) To see that the stated strict inequalities are sufficient, observe 
that they imply Si n Bi = S,+i by Lemma 16. Thus it follows from Proposition 
17 that R/S,,, has an artinian classical quotient ring whenever R/S, has one. 
Since R/S, = RIB, has an artinian classical quotient ring, it follows by induction 
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that R has such a quotient ring. An easy induction based on Proposition 14 
shows that indeed Q(R)zQ(R/B,) @ ... @Q(R/B,). 
(ii) I f  R is K-symmetric with artinian classical quotient ring, then Ai n 
Si = 0 for all i by Proposition 7(ii). Hence Bi n & = S,,t for all i by Proposi- 
tion 5. It follows from Lemma 15 that 
and then from Lemma 16(i) that Bj n Si = Si+r . Thus Bi = Bi for all i, 
and it follows that the stated inequalities are necessary. 
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